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Halloween
Celebration Labels
Dies Box and Card

ox Measurements: 

Pretty Peacock cs box - 9 1/2" x 7 1/2". Then score on the 9 1/2" side at 4"

and 5 1/2". Then on 7 1/2" side - score at 1 1/2 and 6". Cut on the long side

(9 1/2") at the 4" and 5 1/2" score lines up to the 1 1/2" score line. Fold and

use Stampin' Seal to make the box. 

Box Decorations - 

Pretty Peacock cs stitched label - die cut with the largest Celebration Labels

Dies 

Magic In This Night DSP stitched label - die cut with the second largest Celebration Labels Dies 

Basic Black cs sentiment label layer - die cut with the Halloween Magic Dies 

Whisper White cs sentiment label - die cut with the Halloween Magic Dies 

Whisper White cs scrap - three spiders die cut with the Halloween Magic Dies 

Basic Black cs flowers - six flowers punched with the Small Bloom Punch 

Card Measurements: 

Pretty Peacock cs cards base - 11" x 4 1/4" scored at 5 1/2" 

Basic Black cs panel - 5 1/4" x 4" 

Magic In This Night DSP - 5" x 4" and two strips 1/2" x 4" 

Basic Black cs sentiment label layer - die cut with the Hippo & Friends dies 

Whisper White cs sentiment label layer- die cut with the Hippo & Friends dies 

Basic Black cs flower - punched with a Small Bloom Punch 

Magic In This Night DSP flower - punched with a Small Bloom Punch 

Whisper White cs inside panel - 5 1/8" x 3 7/8" 

DSP = Designer Series Paper 

cs = cardstock 

Supplies needed:
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Hallows Night Magic Bundle

[155188] $46.75

Little Treats Cling Stamp Set

[153376] $21.00

Tuxedo Black Memento Ink Pad

[132708] $6.00

Pretty Peacock Classic Stampin’

Pad [150083] $7.50

Pretty Peacock Stampin' Blends

Combo Pack [149560] $9.00

Smoky Slate Stampin' Blends

Markers Combo Pack [145058]

$9.00

Basic Black Combo Pack Stampin'

Blends [147942] $9.00

Clear Wink Of Stella Glitter Brush

[141897] $8.00

Pretty Peacock 8-1/2" X 11"

Cardstock [150880] $8.75

Basic Black 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

[121045] $8.75

Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11"

Cardstock [100730] $9.75

Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11" Thick

Cardstock [140272] $8.25

Magic In This Night Designer Series

Paper [153517] $11.50

Stampin' Cut & Emboss Machine

[149653] $120.00

Celebration Labels Dies [153570]

$35.00

Hippo & Friends Dies [153585]

$36.00

Small Bloom Punch [152316] $0.00

Paper Trimmer [152392] $25.00

Paper Snips [103579] $10.00

Bone Folder [102300] $7.00

Rhinestone Basic Jewels [144220]

$5.00

Metallic Mesh Ribbon [153550]

$8.00

Mini Glue Dots [103683] $5.25

Stampin' Seal+ [149699] $12.00

Stampin' Seal [152813] $8.00

Stampin' Dimensionals [104430]

$4.00

Multipurpose Liquid Glue [110755]

$4.00

Whisper White Medium Envelopes

[107301] $7.50

Project Recipe:

1. Start with a Pretty Peacock cs panel (9 1/2" x 7 1/2") and then score the 9 1/2" side of the panel at 4" and 5 1/2".

Then score the panel on 7 1/2" side - score at 1 1/2 and 6".

2. Use your bone folder to crease all your score lines. Then use your paper snips to cut the cut on the 4" and 5 1/2"

score lines up to the 1 1/2" score line.

3. Use Stampin' Seal + on the flaps to make the box.You can use your bone folder to smooth over the sides to make

sure the adhesive adheres.

4. Die cut out two Pretty Peacock cs stitched panels (largest die) and two Magic In This Night DSP panels (second

largest die) with the Celebration Labels Dies. Glue them together and then use Stampin' Seal to attach them to the

front & back of the box.

5. Stamp the label image in Memento Black ink & the sentiment within the label in Pretty Peacock ink on Thick

Whisper White cs and then die cut it out with the Halloween Magic Dies. Use the Stampin' Blends to color the

flowers & leaves. Add Wink of Stella to the flower for sparkle. Die Cut a Basic Black cs label layer.

https://www.stampinup.com/products/hallows-night-magic-bundle?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stamp-set-cling-little-treats?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/memento-ink-pad-tuxedo-black?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/pretty-peacock-classic-stampin-pad?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/pretty-peacock-stampin-blends-combo-pack?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-blends-combo-pack-smoky-slate?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/basic-black-stampin-blends-combo-pack?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/wink-of-stella-clear-glitter-brush?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/pretty-peacock-8-1-2-x-11-cardstock?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-8-1-2-x-11-basic-black?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-8-1-2-x-11-whisper-white?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/cardstock-8-1-2-x-11-whisper-white-thick?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/magic-in-this-night-designer-series-paper?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-cut-emboss-machine?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/celebration-labels-dies?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/hippo-friends-dies?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/small-bloom-punch?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/paper-trimmer?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/scissors-paper-snips?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/bone-folder?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/basic-rhinestone-jewels?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/metallic-mesh-ribbon?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/mini-glue-dots?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-seal-plus?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-seal?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/stampin-dimensionals?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/glue-liquid-multipurpose?demoid=2184990
https://www.stampinup.com/products/envelopes-medium-whisper-white?demoid=2184990
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6. Use Stampin' Seal to wrap a piece of Metallic Mesh ribbon around the Basic Black cs label - leaving loop ends and

then use Stampin' Seal to add it to the center of the box front. Use Stampin' Dimensionals to add the stamped

Whisper White cs label.

7. Stamp 3 spiders from the Hallows Night Magic stamp set in Memento Black ink on Whisper White cs and then die

cut them out with the Halloween Magic dies. Add Wink of Stella to the spiders for sparkle. Use glue dots to add the

spiders to the ribbon and the back of the box. Punch out 6 flowers with the Small Bloom Punch. Scrunch up the

flowers and then use your bone folder to smooth out the petals. Use glue dots to attach two flowers together making

3 flowers. Add the flowers to the front box label with glue dots. Add rhinestones to the flower centers to finish the

box.

8. You can make a matching card or cards for your box. Start with a Pretty Peacock cs card base. Cut a Basic Black cs

panel and a Magic In This Night DSP panel. Glue the panels together and wrap them with a piece of Metallic Mesh

ribbon using the Stampin' Seal to secure the ends on the back of the panels.

9. Cut a Basic Black cs label and a Thick Whisper White cs label with the Hippo & Friends Dies. Stamp the sentiment

and small spider in Memento Black ink on the Thick Whisper White cs label. Glue the Basic Black cs label in the

center of the ribbon. Add the Thick Whisper White cs sentiment label on the Basic Black cs label with Stampin'

Dimensionals.

10. Punch a Magic in this Night DSP flower and Basic Black cs flower punched with the Small Bloom Punch. Scrunch

up the flowers and then use your bone folder to smooth out the petals. Use glue dots to attach the two flowers

together making one flower and use a glue dot to attach it to the card front. Use a Dark Basic Black Stampin' Blend

to color a rhinestone and then add it to the flower center.

11. Don't forget to add a Whisper White cs inside panel to write your message.

12. Stamp the sentiment from the Little Treats stamp set & small spider from the Hallows Night Magic stamp set and

add a Magic Is Night DSP strip to the inside and back of the card to pull the theme through.


